Integrating Statistical Databases with Geospatial Datasets
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Abstract:

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is currently specifying a new set of interface standards. One of the emerging standards is the OGC API – Joins specification that is currently in a draft stage. The core module of the OGC API – Joins specification contains functionalities for providing metadata on feature collections and their key values. Data can be joined from the CSV files with the collections by using key values that are available in both datasets. The join response can contain information on the successfulness of the data joining operation and the joined dataset outputs can be provided in several formats. In addition, the OGC API – Joins specification contains a functionality for joining data from the CSV files directly with the GeoJSON files.

The PxWeb is an application for sharing statistical tables online. It is a widely used data delivery system by the National Statistical Institutes in the Nordic countries. The PxWeb API is a service interface that can be used for querying the PxWeb statistical tables. The PxWeb API supports various output formats, including px and CSV.

The Geospatially Enabled Ecosystem for Europe (GeoE3) is a project that aims at creating services that integrate dynamically various datasets with geospatial data. We created a proof-of-concept service in the GeoE3 project that integrates data from the Statistics Finland’s statistical databases with geospatial datasets. The selected statistical theme for the proof-of-concept service was “Game animal collisions in mainland Finland”. The used geospatial datasets were the Finnish municipalities and regions datasets from the years 2017 – 2022. The geospatial datasets were imported into the PostgreSQL / PostGIS database, and their metadata were configured to be served via an OGC API – Joins service as collections. The retrieving of the statistical data and the execution of the data joining process are performed from web browser-based user interface (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. The front page of the user interface.](image)

The statistical data retrieval process consists of two phases. In the first phase, the user selects a statistical table in the user interface (Figure 1) and the table’s metadata are retrieved dynamically in the JSON format from the PxWeb API. The metadata contains information on the variables and their values that can be selected when retrieving the data. The selectable geographical areas are gathered into two groups: municipalities and regions, where selecting a specific group, all areas that belong to that group will be selected. The information on the yearly version of geospatial area classification, to which the data corresponds to, is included in the ‘map’ element in the metadata response. The OGC API – Joins specification requires that the values that are related to a single geographical area are listed in one row in the CSV file.
Therefore, the selection of other variables than the geographical area was limited to a single value to prevent the PxWeb API for creating multiple rows for each geographical area. The second phase of the statistical data retrieval process consists of formulating the data retrieval query based on the user’s selections and fetching the data from the PxWeb API in the CSV format. Depending on the query, the PxWeb API returns reference to the geographical areas either as area names, area codes or as strings that contain both the area names and the area codes. The last form required editing in the client before making the OGC API–Joins query to create matching key values for the data joining operation.

The CSV data are joined with the corresponding collection by executing an OGC API – Joins query. The results of the join operation are visualized in the user interface’s result page (Figure 2) that contains a map functionality, information on the successfullness of the join operation and download links for the joined dataset. The map functionality was implemented with the Oskari application’s RPC functionality where a GeoJSON file containing the joined data is uploaded together with a styling information to the Oskari server. The map styling was created by classifying the data values into four classes.

![Figure 2. The result page of the user interface.](image)

The PxWeb user interface does not currently enable the user to visualize the statistical data on a map or to download them in a geospatial format, which makes it difficult to examine the spatial distribution of the phenomenon and to create custom analysis for the data. The ultimate end-product of this work could be a user interface where anyone could get any given statistical dataset related to a geospatial area classification extracted from the statistical database, visualized on a map, downloaded in a geospatial format, and saved as an embedded view on a webpage. This kind of user interface should be generic and allow users to dynamically query and filter all relevant datasets according to the corresponding metadata and user needs.
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